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B. **RWANDA**: BOMBING OF IBIS HOTEL. ON 31 DECEMBER, A BOMB INJURED TWO PEOPLE AT THE BELGIAN-OWNED IBIS HOTEL IN BUTARE. THE BOMB, PLACED IN A RESTROOM, DAMAGED AN ENTIRE WING OF THE LUXURY HOTEL. ALTHOUGH THE HOTEL IS A POPULAR SPOT FOR U.S. CITIZENS, FRENCH SOLDIERS, AND OTHER EXPATRIOTS LIVING OR PASSING THROUGH BUTARE, NO EXPATRIOTS ASIDE FROM THE OWNER WERE INJURED, AND NO AMERICANS WERE PRESENT AT THE TIME OF THE BLAST. THE ATTACK FOLLOWS THE CHRISTMAS DAY BOMBING OF A NIGHT CLUB IN KIGALI WHERE 12 PEOPLE WERE INJURED. THERE HAVE BEEN NO CLAIMS OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR EITHER INCIDENT.